Postcards - Updated
This tutorial puts 5 images together on a traditional postcard.
Open a New document. File>New and choose something appropriate like Photo/5x7inch, landscape
format and set the resolution to 300ppi for printing.
Now to position the pictures neatly we need to bring in either the ruler or grid – I use the grid more
often so this is what I’ll show. View>show>grid (shortcut Cntl+’). To show exactly midway make sure the
Edit>preferences>grids/guides/rulers is set Gridlines at every 50%.

Bring in the first image and resize/position it in one of the squares. The ‘snap to’ function will locate it
right on the grid line.
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Bring in the other images and reposition/resize.
Tip: if the bounding box handles are off the screen, use the shortcut Cntl+0 to make if fit on the screen
again.

Now to add the white lines in-between the images. This is where I have changed the tutorial from the
original – I was never happy it the way it was!
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Make a new layer.
Choose the brush tool (or better still use the pencil tool, found underneath the brush tool as we want
the edges to be hard). Choose white, 100% opacity, about 20px and click just outside the postcard in the
middle and while holding down the Shift key click the bottom middle to make a straight white line.

Do the same to complete the cross. If you want, you can use this technique to put a white edge around
the outside, too.
Now, bring in the centre image onto the top of the stack.
Make an oval selection (hold the Alt key and drag from the middle) and resize it using
Selection>transform selection, if needed.
Now we are going to use this selection as a mask. Click on the little square with a circle inside at the
bottom of the layers palette. The centre image should now be an oval. NB. Think about the images you
are using and the size of the oval as we don’t want to obscure any of the faces.
Cntl+click on the mask icon in the layers palette to get the oval selection back, then make sure the image
is active by clicking on the image on the layer (not the mask!)
Click the fx button at the bottom of the layers palette and choose Stroke. Set the colour to white,
blending to normal, inside and the size to about 20px. You can look at the image and make this wider if
you want.
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Deselect.
Now, for the text. Make a new layer. Drag out a rectangle using the rectangular selection tool and fill
with white (Edit>fill>white). Click on the fx button and choose Stroke, black as the colour, about 5px,
inside (to keep the corners square) and blending as normal.
Type in your message using an appropriate font (I used Arial MT Rounded Bold) and an appropriate
colour and letter size (red, about 16 should be fine. You can resize easily by double clicking on the T of
the text layer to select the letters and, with the move tool selected, use the transform handles to drag to
the right size). I also added a drop shadow using the fx dropdown.
You can repeat this to make another box below the central image if you want.
Remove the grid (View>show>grid or Cntl+’).
Either save as a PSD file or flatten and save as a JPEG, but saving as a PSD allows you to use this as a
template so you can change the images easily in the future.
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Done!
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